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This New Year’s Eve, Before You Buy Ltd Brings Home The Best Deals on
Nokia Lumia 920

With the aspiring range of Windows 8 mobile phones available on the radar, an all-new battle
expanded to operating systems is heating up. With Nokia all set to make a late but dynamic
entry into the world of Smart phones, Before You Buy Ltd is all geared up to showcase the best
contract deals for consumers.

Gainsborough, Lincolnshire (PRWEB UK) 31 December 2012 -- The iOS, Blackberry and Android Operating
systems are fighting for their fair share of the consumer market space in the Smart Phone category. The
relatively new entrant in Windows OS is trying to penetrate and consolidate its offerings in this intensely
competitive space where Brand Loyalty is the ultimate North Star for every marketer. Nokia with its Lumia
series of mobile phones in more ways than one is the flag bearer of the Windows OS.

With the launch of Nokia Lumia 920 enjoying the Brand reliability of Nokia, powered by Windows 8 OS, the
offering is all set to take the UK smart phone market to new heights. With a comparatively lesser popular OS in
the mobile space, consumers are on the hunt to find the Best offers and features for them. Before You Buy Ltd
provides comprehensive product information and valuable cues on Best contract deals available for Nokia
Lumia 920.

Mr. Joseph James, Director, Before You Buy Ltd said “Lot of experts believed that Nokia, a couple of years
back made a huge strategic blunder by not opting for Android OS and trusting the Symbian as a compelling
offering. Frankly, it was a Marketing Myopia on the part of the Finland based organization that cost them dear
as they undervalued the smartphone space. A lot of ground was lost and they virtually have played their last
throw at the dice with Nokia Lumia series opting for Microsoft as a reliable partner. The response to Lumia
510, 610 and 710 has been lukewarm and all eyes are now set on the 920 version.”

For a windows user, it becomes imperative to know the difference between the 7.5 and 8 Windows OS.
Furthermore, with the frequent launches of updates not supported by hardware, consumers find it hard to
compare the models. Also, being a relatively new offering, the information windows for best contract and buy
deals is that much limited. To fill in this space and information gap, Before You Buy Ltd is one of the most
relevant and reliable website available in the UK market place on comparing contract mobile phone deals.

“Providing the best deals on upfront cost and contractual agreements to our visitors has always been the priority
for our website. When we decided to launch the Nokia Lumia 920 contracts comparison, we knew we were
playing with a different operating System and we are confident of what we’ve offered to our clients! With most
phones on the Android radar, customers really need detailed information while hunting for ‘that’ best deal on
the Windows 8. Nokia Lumia 920 is no different.” These views were reflected by Mr. Joseph James, Director,
Before You Buy Ltd.

For more information and in-depth analysis of the contract deals on offer please visit www.beforeyoubuy.co.uk.
The organization also extends an invitation to visit its official Facebook page @
http://www.facebook.com/beforeyoubuyuk
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Contact Information
Joseph James
Before You Buy Ltd
http://www.beforeyoubuy.co.uk
07727619770

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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